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Earl Zellner, Hamilton, Ohio dealer listened
with interest to the complete story about the
Packard Parts Control Plan. He decided it was
what he wanted and was the answer to his
parts problem.
The Regional Manager and the zone office
went into a huddle and carefully surveyed the
"Before" condition. They planned with six
objectives in mind that such a plan should
accomplish. Each one was a definite objective
in obtaining maximum profits from the sale of
Packard Parts.
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The result of the planning and some hard
work produced the excellent result shown in the
"After" picture. Everybody concerned is well
pleased. The change is not one simply of

appearance. This is the most noticeable in the
pictures but actually it isn't nearly as important
as anyone of the six objectives listed.
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Attaining the maximum profits from the sales
of Packard Parts requires a good parts control
plan which provides for a Dealer:
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I--Maximum availabil" ty with the mtnunUlTl
investment.
2-A satisfactory annual turnover.
3-Freedom from obsolescence.
4-Liberal New Parts Return Policy.
5-Simplitity of operation.
6-Low initial installation and operating
cost.

All of these benefits are a part of the Packard
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SERVICE MANAGER'S PERSONAL COpy

Parts Control Plan and each
in the following manner:

IS

accomplished
It is with regret that we announce the
death of George H. Matlack, of Packard Phila., Sunday, December 19th.

I-MAXIMUM AVAILABILITY:

George, as many of you know, had been
having far more than his share of illness
for the past several years. His last attack
had confined him to his home for over
three months until his heart could no
longer stand it.

Only the very fastest selling pans are initially
set up in the system, and the total dollar value
of inventory is within the average 60-day cost
of parts sales of the Dealer having the Plan
installed.
2-TURNOVER:

George had served Packard faithfully
and well for over 38 years-and in many
capz.cities. He knew a Packard car as did
few in the organization. His loyalty to
Packard and his earnest desire to help all
of us in the Packard family will long be
remembered.

Since all ordering of parts is done on the
basis of carrying only a 60-day supply, a 4 to 6
time annual inventory turnover is assured.
3-0BSOLESCENCE:
Guess buying is entirely eliminated. Only the
parts that sell are stocked, and these only 10
quantities to carryon a 60-day business.

4-RETURN POLICY:
The Plan, properly operated, allows for the
return of parts initially placed in the system
which have not proved to sell in sufficient
quantity during the first six months to justify
their being stocked regularly.
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We have pointed out several times that when
excessive oil consumption develops in low mile
age cars, it is almost always caused by clogged
oil rings.
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5-SIMPLE OPERATION:
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A Physical stock check is made once a month
of only those items on which sales have been
made during the past 30 days. Ordering of the
necessary replacement stock is done on a printed
order pad furnished by the Factory. The pad
is also arranged so that computing the actual
needs on a 60-day basis is done quickIy and
easily.
6-INSTALLING AND OPERATING COSTS:

In the average dealership the installation costs
of the Packard Parts Control Program will be
less than the gross profit from the sales of parts
the 30 days following the complete installation.
Since the day-to-day bookkeeping for proper
stock control is unnecessary and stock is ar
ranged in logical groups of related parts, making
stock handling so simple, the operating ex
penses are materially reduced.
SUMMARY
The PACKARD PARTS CONTROL PLAN
is g o od for every PACKARD DEALER. Inquire
of your Distributer for the details and the
as jstance in getting tht: Plan in opt:ration in
your pans departmt:nt.
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CARBONIZED PISTON RINGS

Slow speed driving, particularly in cold
weather, is apt to cause a sludge formation in
the crankcase oil. When this sludged oil
deposits in the rings and ring grooves, it burns
and carbonizes so that the rings are ineffective.
Over-oiling promptly follows.
Naturally the way to prevent this ring condi
tion is to prevent the collection of sludge. The
motor should be kept as warm as possible during
the cold weather, a light oil should be used
and it sllOuld be changed frequently;

It has been a general practice to renew the
piston rings when they become carbonized, and
this is always advisable at high mileages. At
low mileages, however, when the rings, pistons
and bores are not worn, the rings can usually
be saved.

This can be done by the use of Bendix Cleaner,
a product which many of you have used in
cleaning carburetors and which can be obtained
from any Bendix dealer. The procedure is as
follows:
l---Rt:Hlove the connecting rods anJ pistons
from the engine, but do not remove the rods

or rings from (he pistons. Scrape the hard
carbon deposits from the top of the pistons.
2-Immerse the piston and ring assemblies in
Bendix Cleaner for two to five hours.
3-After immersion, the pistons, ring grooves
and rings will be free and clean, or the
carbon will be so softened that moderate
brushing with a soft bristle brush (not a wire
brush) will remove all traces. Some times
it is advisable to rotate the rings slowly
around the pistons, and then dip them again
in Bendix Cleaner to remove carbon de
posits and solid particles from beneath the
rings.
4-Rinse the parts thoroughly in Stoddard's
Solvent.
5-Dry the parts and thoroughly blowout the
oil passages and ring grooves with com
pressed air to remove any solid particles.
Don't forget to dip the pistons in clean
engine oil before re-assembling.

Order specifies .002" as the smallest undersize.
Some service stations feel that they should be
able to obtain bearing shells .001" undersize,
but we cannot confirm this opinion.
If the crankpins are too large to take a bearing
.002" undersize, you will find that the original
bearings are in good shape, or else that they
can be replaced by new bearings of the standard
size.

MOUNTING ELECTROMAflC
CLUTCH Q,N NEW
CYLINDER HEAD
If you order a new cylinder head for a 1901
equipped with the electromatic clutch, you will
find that the holes on the side of the head for
the support of the unit are not drilled and
tapped.
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Carbonized rings also develop in high mile
age cars, as we said before, but in these cases
the bores, pistons and rings are apt to show
considerable wear. In such instances it would
not be advisabJe to try to save the rings.
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Many connecting rod bearings are replaced
unnecessarily.

When a motor which is otherwise in good
condition is found to be overoiling badly it is
almost always caused by the fact that the oil
rings are plugged with carbon. In most cases
nothing more than the replacement of the rings
is required.
Some service stations make it a point to renew
the connecting rod bearings when the rings are
replaced, even if there is no evidence to indicate
that this should be done. They do so because
there was a time when oil consumption was
controlled, to a considerable extent, by the rod
bearing clearances.

This is no longer the case. Oil consumption
is largely controlled by the piston rings and
the rod bearings should not be replaced unless
there is definite evidence that the replacement
is advisable.
The situation has bt'en brought to our atten
tion by the fact that the Government Limitation
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It will be necessary to drill and tap the holes
as shown in the illustration. Since the majority
of these heads are supplied for cars which are
not electromatic equipped, it is best for us to
leave the bosses blank and for you to perform
the operation when it is required.

BODIES
Due to accidents and fires there is an increase
in the number of calls for various types of bodies.
Since we do not have any bodies at the factory
we will be glad to list for sale any that are
available in the field.
Please supply information as to condition,
color of finish and upholstery, completeness of
trim and hardware. You, of course, wilJ assume
ft:S P(IIlSi hili I y for 1111: ~l cc ura cy of th e descri p
rion.

After Pearl Harbor when the Packard field organization was asking themselves, "Where do we go
from here?", timely if not too welcome word came from Packard that car production would make way
for all out war work. Advance word that the last Packard would come off the line in February aided
in making plans, suggestion to find war work locally where possible was appreciated and an invita
tion to join the Packard war production army if local attempts failed was enthusiastically received
in all parts of the United States. Some 400 former Packard car men came to Detroit and are doing
an excellent job producing Packard Marine Engines for PT boats and Packard-built Rolls-Royce
Engines for U. S. and Allied aircraft. We haven't kept track of them aU but here are a few.
-

c. S. RICHARDSON - DES MOINES
Time Study-Aircraft Eng. Div. (Left)
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R. M. THOMPSON - CHICAGO, ILL.
Instructor-Aircraft Engine School

E. P. WAGNER - MlLWAUKEE
Special inspection-Aircraft engines.

D. E. HOLMES - DETROIT
Instruct'n & Audir., Aircraft Eng. Div.

GEO. TIBBITS - CHICAGO
Field work on Aircraft Engines .

R. W. CARTER - TULSA, OKLA.
Field work on Aircraft Engines.

L. C. WILLIAMS - CHICAGO, ILL.
Aircraft Engine Insp. (Right)

G. K. PEETS - CLEVELAND, O.
Asst. Chief Insp., Aircraft Eng. (Left)

J.

V. MARKS - MIAMI, FLA.
Field work on Aircraft Engines.

After the war, when we go back to the business of building and selling cars, hundreds of men like
these will know more about precision-built· engines and the ability of Packard to produce them.
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